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This paper explores the intersection of the railways with colour stock and domestic

tourism in the 1960s. Experiments with colour date back to 1937 with Imperial Films’ 

Kisan Kanya  (1937). However the overall move to colour in India was slow and

painful and it was only in the second half of the 1960s that the industry made a full

transition . In the absence of colour stock production in the country, the industry

relied on imports from Technicolor and Eastman Kodak. The move to colour and the

almost simultaneous arrival of lighter cameras and new sound technologies created

a desire to travel and explore the landscape of India. The train thus became a

significant presence in the films of this decade, emerging as the site where romance

combined with the exploration of scenic and heritage sites. The expansion

of railway passenger traffic in the 1960s gave rise to the typical “summer vacation”

captured in several advertisements of that period. In 1965 almost 45 crore people (450

million) were on the move. It was during this decade that the drive to use posters and

billboards at the railway stations of the country to publicize films was termed

“railway publicity” by the film industry. The industry believed that railway publicity

allowed them to target a mobile and expanding middle class audience. The train was



allowed them to target a mobile and expanding middle class audience. The train was

literally in the image and outside of it as an imaginative force, propelling the

transformation of cinema.  
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